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The notion of bagdomain was first introduced by Vickers (1992) and further studied by the present 
author in (Johnstone, 1992). In these papers, attention was focused on one particular version of the 
bagdomain construction, the "bag" analogue of the lower (Hoare) powerdomain; but there are many 
other possibilities. The purpose of the present paper is to introduce some of these possibilities and 
to describe their basic properties, using the theory of fibrations and partial products developed in
(Johnstone, 1993). 
O. Introduction 
The notion of bagdomain was first introduced by Vickers [20] and further studied 
by the present author in [9]. The basic idea is that, for certain potential applications 
(e.g. in building a mathematical model of databases), the concept of a "powerdomain" 
PD whose points are sets of points of the original domain D is inadequate: one wants 
to consider bags (indexed families) of points of D, and in particular the "refinement 
ordering" on bags of points needs to keep track of which particular points in the 
first bag are (regarded as being) refined by which points in the second bag. This 
immediately forces the "refinement ordering" to be a category and not just a preorder, 
and so the problem cannot be solved within the traditional context of spaces (or loc- 
ales): one needs instead to think of domains as (Grothendieck) toposes, which gives 
one precisely the right sort of "generalized spaces of points" for the construction to 
be possible. 
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In [20, 9], attention was focused on one particular bagdomain construction, the "bag" 
analogue of the lower (Hoare) powerdomain; it was shown to exist by arguments in- 
volving classifying toposes, and also (in [9]) to be an instance of a particular categorical 
construction known as a partial product (cf. [17, 4]) in the 2-category of Grothendieck 
toposes. However, it is well known that there are several varieties of powerdomain 
(cf. [5, 18, 19]), and the range of possibilities available to us at the "bag" level is 
much wider still; the purpose of the present article is to describe a few of these pos- 
sibilities. An essential tool for this study is the 2-categorical theory of partial products 
and fibrations developed in [10], to which this paper should be regarded as a sequel; 
in particular, we shall assume familiarity with the results of Section 7 of [10], which 
provide criteria for the existence of partial product functors in the 2-category Top/5:  
of Grothendieck toposes. (Throughout his paper we shall be working in the context 
of toposes defined and bounded over a fixed base topos 5:, which we shall regard as 
"the" topos of constant sets, although most of our results will in fact be insensitive to 
the precise nature of 5:.) 
Merely knowing that a particular bagdomain construction exists is not, in practice, 
enough: one wants to know that the bagdomain ~ g over a topos g is "freely generated 
by g" in a suitable sense. This was achieved for the lower bagdomain ~Lg in [9], 
where we showed that ~L carried a (2-)monad structure, and identified the algebras for 
this monad as the hyperlocal toposes (a name chosen to emphasize their relationship 
with the local toposes studied earlier by the present author and Moerdijk [12], which 
can also be regarded as the algebras for a bagdomain-type monad on Top/Sg). So, in 
the present paper, our first concern will be to identify circumstances in which a partial 
product functor carries a monad structure. Indeed, a good working definition of what 
the term "bagdomain" ought to mean in general would be to say that it is a monad on 
Top/5~ whose functor part is a partial product functor - although, in view of the work 
of Kelly [14], such monads could equally well be called the clubs on Top/SC Thus 
bagdomains may, in a sense, be seen as a two-dimensional nalogue of the particular 
class of strongly regular algebraic theories, whose free functors are partial product 
functors on Set (cf. [1]). 
Our task in identifying the algebras for ~L was greatly simplified by the fact that it 
was not just a monad but a KZ-monad, that is one for which an algebra structure on 
6 ~, if it exists, is automatically eft adjoint to the unit map d ~ --~ ~Lg. Such monads on 
general 2-categories were first investigated by Kock [16] and Z6berlein [23]. (In Cat, 
they arise from such constructions as the free adjunction of colimits to a category.) 
It turns out that not all the bagdomain constructions we wish to consider have this 
desirable property, but it will be important o develop criteria for recognizing those 
which do. 
The layout of the paper is as follows: In Section 1 we develop the necessary tech- 
niques for handling natural transformations between partial product functors, leading up 
to the definition in Section 2 of "bagdomain data" as that which gives rise to a monad 
whose functor part is such a functor. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the listing of 
examples of bagdomains in the 2-category Top/0~ of (bounded) toposes over ~ (that 
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is, "Grothendieck toposes"); Section 3 deals with the covariant case, and Section 4 
with the contravariant one. Constraints of space and time mean that we have not been 
able to discuss the possible applications of these constructions in the present paper; but 
we hope that there is enough here to convince the reader that they are worth studying. 
This paper has been substantially changed from the original preprint version written 
in August 1992. In part, these changes are consequent upon changes made to its pre- 
decessor [10] and upon the transfer of some material to [1] (where it seemed more at 
home than in this paper); but it has also been extensively revised as a result of the 
perceptive suggestions concerning its presentation which were made by an anonymous 
referee. I am deeply grateful to him, and scarcely less so to Paul Taylor for the use 
of his diagram macros. 
1. Natural transformations between partial product fnnctors 
We shall assume familiarity with the notation of [10]; in particular, we write P.(p, A) 
(resp. P" (p, A)) for the covariant (resp. contravariant) partial product of an opfibration 
(resp. fibration) p : E -~ B and an object A. (When it does not matter which variance 
we are talking about, or when (as in [10, 5.3]) the two partial products both exist and 
are equivalent, we shall simply write P(p, A).) And we shall write zA : P(P, A) ~ B 
and PA : P(P, A) ×B E --~ A for the structure morphisms appearing in the definition of 
a partial product; it is clear that both of them are "natural in A" in an appropriate 
sense. 
If  we wish to study monads whose functor parts are partial product functors, there are 
two important preliminaries: we need to know that a composite of two partial product 
functors (or at least of a partial product functor with itself) is another functor of the 
same type, and we need to find some means of describing the natural transformations 
between partial product functors. The first of these preliminaries is easily dealt with; 
specifically, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1. A composite of partial product functors (of the same variance) is a 
partial product functor. 
Proof. Suppose p : E ~ B and q : F ~ C are (op)fibrations uch that the partial prod- 
uct functors P(p , - )  and P(q , - )  exist. Form the diagram 
F ~ lq 
C~ 
G bE 
Fxc  P.(q, 
P(q,B) 
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in which thesquares are pullbacks. By [10, 2.6], the two vertical arrows in the centre 
are fibrations, and hence so is their composite (r, say) G ~ P(q, B). 
Now let A be an arbitrary object, and consider the iterated partial product 
P(q, P(p, A)). We may form the diagram 
'(p,A) PA "A 
Xp(q, B)P(q, (p, 
E, EXB, 
p 
2A 
B, \ 
F xc .P (B) .  
. 1 
P(q, B ). 
P(i,A) 
A )) 
Fq XcP(:i, P(p, A)) 
P(q, 2A) 
C, P(q, P(p, A )) 
in which all the parallelograms with vertical edges are pullbacks; then a straightfor- 
ward diagram-chase hows that the morphism P(q, 2A) : P(q, P(p, A)) ~ P(q, B) and 
the composite G Xp(q,B) P(q, P(p, A)) -+ E ×e P(P, A) --~ A give P(q, P(p, A)) the 
universal property of a partial product P(r, A) of the appropriate variance (and so, in 
particular, the latter exists for all A). [] 
Of course, the identity functor on any (2-)category with a terminal object is also a 
partial product functor, induced by the identity morphism on the terminal object. 
In the rest of this section, we shall deal with the second preliminary. We shall 
assume from now on that we are working in a 2-category K with cocomma objects 
and finite limits (or at least finite products), and that p:E  ~ B is a fibration (or 
opfibration) satisfying (PCC), which is exponentiable as an object of K/B. Under these 
hypotheses, we know by [10, 5.4] that P(p, A) exists for any A, and that the functor 
P(p, - )  : K ~ K may be factored as the composite 
K B~K/B ( )~K/B zs K, 
where EB is the forgetful functor and B* is its right adjoint; from this it follows 
easily that P(p, - )  preserves pullbacks (and, more generally, all connected limits), 
since the first two factors above preserve all limits which exist and the third preserves 
connected limits. (However, the same result could have been established irectly from 
the definition of a partial product.) 
When dealing with pullback-preserving functors, it often makes sense to give special 
consideration to cartesian natural transformations between them. i.e. those for which 
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the commutative squares expressing the naturality are all pullbacks; and we shall see 
that there are good reasons for doing so, in the context of  bagdomains, in Section 2 
below. From elementary properties of pullbacks, it is easy to see that a natural trans- 
formation 7 : F ---* G is cartesian iff the squares 
~A 
FA , GA 
F1 • G1 
are pullbacks for all A, where the vertical arrows are those obtained by applying F and 
G to the unique morphism A ---* 1; thus a cartesian atural transformation is "controlled" 
in some sense by the single morphism which is its value at 1. (This is not to say that 
c~ is uniquely determined by ~l; as we shall see, it is not in general.) 
One source of cartesian atural transformations between partial product functors was 
described in [9,3.2]: 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose given a pullback square 
g 
E ,F  
B ,C 
where q is such that the partial product functor P(q ) exists. Then P(p,  - )  also 
exists, and for any object A we have a pullback square 
P(p, A ) *P(q, A)  
B PC; 
in particular, the top edges o f  the above squares are the components o f  a cartesian 
natural transformation P(p,  ) ~ P(q, ). 
In fact we can generalize this result to provide a source of noncartesian atural 
transformations. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose that p • E ---* B and q • F ---+ C are such that the partial product 
functors P(p,  - )  and P(q, - )  exist, and suppose further that we are 9iven morphisms 
f : B ~ C in K and g : f*q---* p in K/B. Then there is a natural transformation 
: P(p,  ) ~ P(q, ) whose component at 1 is f .  
8 P.T. Johnstone 
Proof. Given an object A of K, form the diagram 
F"  
q E* p*P(p ,A)  PA -'-A 
1 ! 
f B" ,~A P( , A)  C° 
in which all the rectangles are pullbacks. Then the composites f2A and pAh induce a 
unique morphism P(p, A) --~ P(q, A), which we take to be ~A. It is straightforward to
verify that this construction is natural in A, and that the case A = 1 yields the morphism 
f (modulo the canonical isomorphisms P(p, 1) ~- B and P(q, 1) ~ C). [] 
It would be pleasant o have a converse result stating that every natural transfor- 
mation ~:P(p , - ) - -~  P (q , - )  is obtained in this way (and that the cartesian atural 
transformations are simply those obtained from pairs ( f ,  g) for which g is an iso- 
morphism). For partial product functors on the (ordinary) category of sets, we may 
prove this using the alternative description of partial product functors as familially rep- 
resentable functors (cf. [1, 1.8]), and (as we shall see shortly) a similar result holds 
for the 2-category Cat of small categories; but unfortunately it is not true in general 
(even for 1-categories). 
Given ~, we may consider the composite 
B O_~p(p,E) ~E p(q ,E)  
where 0 corresponds to the diagram 
E* 1 E 1 ,E  
B.  B 
and then observe that this composite corresponds to a morphism f :B - - - ,  C and a 
morphism g : f *F  --~ E; however, the latter will not in general be a morphism f *p  --~ 
q in K/B. (On the other hand, if we are given a pair ( f ,  g) as above, where g is not 
a morphism over B, then the construction of 1.3 will not work.) 
Alternatively, we may argue as follows. Given e : P(p, - )  ~ P(q, -),  we may regard 
~l as a morphism f : B --~ C, and form the pullback 
F '  ~F lqJq 
B.  C .  
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Then we may factor ct as 
P(p , - )  /~> p(q',_) ~, P(q , - ) ,  
where "; is the cartesian atural transformation i duced as in 1.2 by the above pullback 
square, and fl is a natural transformation whose 1-component is the identity on B. 
(In the particular case when ~ is cartesian, so is fl, and hence all its components are 
isomorphisms.) Now we may regard fl as a natural transformation from the composite 
B* (-)P 
K ~ K/B K/B 
to ( - )q ' -B* ,  and hence by adjointness as a natural transformation 
3: XB((-) × q') ~ SB((-) x p ) :  K/B ~ K. 
For each f : A ~ B, we thus have a morphism/~f : A x8 F ~ ~ A xB E; and naturality 
says that the second component of this morphism must be the composite /~1 " nz : 
A x~ F~--~ F~--~ E. We may thus conclude that an arbitrary natural transformation 
P(p, -)  ~ P(q, -)  is determined by a morphism f : B ~ C, a morphism 0 : F '  --~ E 
and a natural transformation 3 : Xs((-)  × q,) __~ XB, where q' : F ~ ~ B is the pullback 
of q along f .  
Now if K = Cat, the only possibility for 6A is the projection A ×8 F '  --~ A, as may 
be verified by using the naturality of  6 for morphisms of the form a : 1 ~ A where 
1 is the terminal object of Cat and a is an object of A. Thus we have established 
Proposition 1.4. In the 2-category Cat, all natural transformations between partial 
product functors are induced as in 1.3 (and all cartesian atural transformations are 
induced as in 1.2). 
In general, however, there will be many different choices for 6; so c~ is not 
determined uniquely by the pair ( f ,  g). It is easy to give counterexamples ven in 
1-categories, such as the topos of G-sets for a nontrivial group G: if we take B to 
be G itself, then the forgetful functor X~ has as many endomorphisms as there are 
elements of  G. 
2. Bagdomain data 
Let p : E ---+ B be a morphism of a category cK with finite limits such that the partial 
product functor P(p , - )  exists. If we consider the class of  morphisms of c~ which 
occur as pullbacks of  p (which we shall call p-morphisms), it is of  interest to ask 
whether they form a subcategory of  oK, i.e. whether they include all identities and are 
closed under composition. Since every identity morphism is a pullback of  the identity 
10 P. T Johnstone 
morphism on the terminal object 1, the former condition holds iff there is a morphism 
e : 1 ~ B for which we have a pullback square 
1 •E  
1 •B .  
(1) 
Similarly, the "generic" composable pair of p-morphisms is the pair ( f ,  g) in the 
diagram of pullbacks 
E tt • E 
E" E pB • 
B'~-~-B P ( p, B ) 
and so the class of p-morphisms is closed under composition iff there is a morphism 
m " P(p, B) --~ B for which we have a pullback square 
E rt • E 
1 
P(p, B) m "B 
(2) 
By 1.2, the morphisms e and m then induce cartesian natural transformations ~/: lc = 
P ( l l , - )  ---, P(p, - )  and /2 : P(p, P(p, - ) )  ~= P( f  g, - )  ~ P(p, - )  which look like the 
unit and multiplication of a monad structure on P(p , - ) .  Do they in fact satisfy the 
monad identities? Being cartesian, they will do so iff their 1-components satisfy the 
appropriate commutative diagrams; specifically, iff 
and 
B P(p' e)b P(p, B) r~B'~"~B 
(3) 
P(p, P. (p, B)) .u,~ --P(p,B) 
1 P(p'm) m l
P(~,B)  m "B 
(4) 
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commute, where r/B and /zB are respectively the pullbacks of e and m along 
;tB : P(p, B) ~ B. In general, there seems no reason to suppose that these diagrams 
will always commute; but for each one, it is easily checked that the pullbacks of 
p:E  ~ B around either side of the diagram are isomorphic, and so if we assume 
that p is a universal p-morphism in the sense that, for morphisms u, v :A  ~ B, 
u*(p) ~ v*(p) implies u = v, then their commutativity is automatic. This leads to the 
following definition. 
Definition 2.1. By baydomain data in a category cg with finite limits, we mean a 
triple (p, e, m) where p : E ---+ B is a morphism exponentiable in (g/B and e : 1 --+ B, 
m : P(p, B) ~ B are morphisms for which we have pullback squares as in (1) and (2) 
above, and which satisfy the commutative diagrams (3) and (4). 
Example 2.2. A good example of (one-dimensional) bagdomain data is provided, in 
any topos, by the generic subobject 7- : 1 ~ f2. In this case T-morphisms are just 
monomorphisms: ince they form a subcategory, and since 7- is universal in the sense 
defined above, it is immediate that 7- carries a bagdomain structure. In fact, as pointed 
out in [1, 2.3(d)], the partial product functor P (7 - , - )  coincides with the partial-map- 
classifier functor A ~ A; and the algebras for the (cartesian) monad structure on this 
functor have been studied by Kock [15]. 
By Proposition 2.2 of [1], instances of bagdomain data in the category of sets cor- 
respond precisely to strongly regular algebraic theories, or equivalently to clubs (over 
the free-monoid monad) in the sense of Kelly [14]. 
Definition 2.3. Reverting to the 2-categorical context in which we are mainly interested, 
we define covariant bagdomain data in a 2-category K with finite limits to be a 
triple (p, e, m), where p : E ~ B is an opfibration in K which satisfies the condition 
(PCC) of [10] and is exponentiable in K/B, and e : 1 ~ B and m : P.(p, B) ~ B are 
morphisms giving rise to pullback diagrams (1) and (2), such that the diagrams (3) 
and (4) commute up to 2-isomorphisms atisfying appropriate coherence conditions. 
Contravariant bagdomain data is similarly defined using fibrations. 
In the 2-categorical context, it seems reasonable to expect that p should be a uni- 
versal p-morphism in a two-dimensional sense: namely that the functor from K(A, B) 
to the (one-dimensional!) category of p-morphisms over A, which sends u : A ~ B to 
u*(p) and a 2-cell 7 : u ~ v to the morphism over A which was denoted/3(~) in [10], 
should be an equivalence. In this event, the 2-isomorphisms required in diagrams (3) 
and (4) will automatically exist and satisfy the appropriate coherence conditions. 
But we shall also have a further element of structure, namely an adjunction (m ~ r/B) 
making the induced monad into a KZ-monad, as mentioned in the introduction. To 
see this, note first that morphisms A --+ P.(p, B) correspond (by pulling back the pair 
E n ~ E' ~ P.(p, B) along them) to composable pairs of p-morphisms U --~ V ~ A; 
and 2-cells between such morphisms correspond to diagrams of the form 
12 P. T. Johnstone 
V bU'  
l 1 
VNXN, x ?V ' .  
A 
Now r/B, being the pullback of e : 1 ~ B along 2B, corresponds to the composable pair 
E & B 1 B, whence rnrlB corresponds to p, and so is isomorphic to lB. This isomor- 
phism is the counit of the required adjunction; the unit le.(p,B) =~ rlnm corresponds to 
the morphism ( f ,  1E,,) : ( f ,  9) --+ (1, fg)  between composable pairs of p-morphisms 
over P.(p, B). It is straightforward to verify the triangular identities for this 2-cell and 
the isomorphism entioned earlier. 
For any A, we have pullback squares 
r/Pc (p, A) ~A 
P.(p, a) ,Po(p,P . (p ,a) )  * Po(p,a) 
B ~B .P . (  ,B) m "B 
and so the fact that pullback is a 2-functor ensures that we have an adjunction (/~A 
rle.(p,A)), which is natural in A. Thus we see that (P.(p,-),r/,/~) is a KZ-monad, as 
claimed. 
Definition 2.4. We shall use the term covariant 2-bagdomain data for a quadruple 
(p, e, m, 0) where (p, e, m) constitutes covariant bagdomain data and 0 : 1p.(p,B) 
r/Bin is a 2-cell giving rise to an adjunction (m-q qB) as above. Contravariant 2- 
bagdomain data is defined similarly, except that p is a fibration and the 2-cell 0 
points in the opposite direction, giving rise to an adjunction (r/B q m) (and hence to a 
co-KZ-monad). 
Remark 2.5. In the case when p is a universal p-morphism in the 2-categorical 
sense, we actually have several other interesting 2-cells besides 0 constructed above. 
In the first place, the unique morphism B ~ 1 is left adjoint to e (this is true for 
any 2-bagdomain, since B---+ 1 is the unique P.(p,-)-algebra structure on 1), and 
so on applying the 2-functor P.(p, -) we obtain an adjunction (2B q P.(p, e)). But 
we also have an adjunction (P.(p, e) ~ m): the operation of composing with P.(p, e) 
corresponds to that of sending a p-morphism U ---* A to the cornposable pair U ~ U --+ 
A, and this is easily seen to be left adjoint to the operation of composing a composable 
pair of p-morphisms. In particular, the three adjunctions (2B ~ P.(p, e) ~ m ~ ~8) give 
rise to 2-cells m ~ 2B and P.(p, e) ~ ~/e; we leave the description of these in terms 
of p-morphisms to the reader. In several of the examples to be considered in the 
next two sections, it can be shown that some of these 2-cells exist even though the 
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2-bagdomain structure does not; since it is not clear what, if any, significance they 
have for the description of the corresponding class of algebras, we shall not discuss 
them further. 
Example 2.6. Before proceeding to the examples of bagdomain data in Top, which 
are our main concern in this paper, it seems worth while to give one example in 
Cat which, as it turns out, is not unrelated to the first of our examples in Top. Let 
be the category of finite sets, ~ the category of finite pointed sets, and p : g -+ 
the forgetful functor, p is a discrete opfibration (under the correspondence b tween 
discrete opfibrations over ,N and functors :~ ~ Set, it corresponds to the inclusion 
functor), and like all opfibrations in Cat (cf. [10], 6.2 and 6.5) it satisfies condition 
(PCC) and is exponentiable in Cat/~. The pullbacks of p in Cat are exactly the 
discrete opfibrations with finite fibres; it is easy to see that this class of functors is 
closed under composition, and since they correspond to finite-set-valued functors (and 
morphisms between them to natural transformations between finite-set-valued functors), 
p is a universal p-morphism in the 2-categorical sense mentioned above. Thus it carries 
a covariant 2-bagdomain structure. 
The partial product functor P. (p ,  - )  corresponding to p is easily described: it sends 
a small category cg, to the category Famf(~f) of finite families of objects of c~, i.e. the 
free cocompletion of ~ with respect o finite coproducts (cf. [1, Section 1]), Moreover, 
since the monad corresponding to this bagdomain data is a KZ-monad, a category cg 
admits an algebra structure for it iff it has finite coproducts (and the structure is then 
unique up to isomorphism, namely the functor Famf(~f)-+ ~ sending a family of 
objects to their coproduct in ~). 
We could construct a similar example with ~ taken to be the category of finite cate- 
gories, in which p-morphisms would correspond to split opfibrations with finite fibres. 
However, it would not yield a 2-bagdomain (and the corresponding monad would not 
be a KZ-monad); this is because, given two functors ,~' ~ ~, natural transformations 
between them do not correspond to arbitrary functors between the corresponding split 
opfibrations over ~J, but only to cartesian functors (those which preserve cartesian 
morphisms). 
3. Covariant bagdomains 
We are now ready to discuss some of the interesting examples of covariant bagdo- 
main data to be found in the 2-category Top/5 P of Grothendieck toposes. 
Example 3.1. The motivating example for Definition 2.4 is of course the lower bag- 
domain monad ~L on Top/ J ,  studied in [9]: we verify briefly that it does have the 
indicated structure. In this case, it will be recalled that we take ~ to be the classifying 
topos (over ~)  for objects, and ~° to be the classifying topos for pointed objects; equiv- 
alently, 8' is the slice category ,~/U, where U is the generic object. Thus p-morphisms 
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in Top/,SP are exactly local homeomorphisms, i.e. morphisms of the form d/X  ~ .~¢ 
where X is an object of s#; and p is a universal p-morphism in the two-dimensional 
sense mentioned before Definition 2.4, since any geometric morphism ~¢/X ~ a l lY  
over .~' is induced by a unique morphism X --~ Y in ~4 (cf. [6, 4.37 (i)]). Thus p 
carries 2-bagdomain data; we now determine this explicitly. 
For any topos ~¢ over 5~ (classifying a geometric theory T, say), ~ . (p ,  ~/) classifies 
the theory ]--bag of "bags" (i.e. set-indexed families) of ]]--models. In particular, 
~. (p ,  ~)  is the classifying topos for the theory of set-indexed families of sets. We 
now take e : .9 ~ ~ ~ to be the classifying morphism of the singleton set 1, and m : 
:~.(p, ~ ---+ ~ to be the morphism which corresponds to the operation of sending a 
set-indexed family of sets to its (disjoint) union. On the other hand, q,~ corresponds 
to the operation which sends a set A to the singleton family {A}; and 0 may thus 
be taken to be the geometric transformation (-- 2-cell in Top)  corresponding to the 
family of inclusion maps from the members of an indexed family of sets to their 
disjoint union. 
Note that Example 3.1 is obtained by applying the "topos of presheaves" 2-functor 
[ - ,  5~] • Cat ~ Top/ .S to Example 2.6. As we remarked in [9], p. 326, this func- 
tot cannot be expected to preserve partial products in general, but it does preserve 
the particular ones arising from the opfibration of 2.6. Our next example may simi- 
larly be thought of as the "image in Top/Y"  of the generalization of 2.6 mentioned 
at the end of the last section; but it is not obtained simply by applying [-, .9 ~] to 
the latter. 
Example 3.2 An evident generalization of Example 3.1 is the (lower) categorical 
bagdomain. Here we take the notion of "bag of T-models" to mean not just a set- 
indexed family of Y-models, but a diagram of T-models indexed by an arbitrary small 
category. Thus we take the base .N of our opfibration to be the classifying topos for 
the theory of (internal) categories; we let G denote the generic internal category in 
~,  and take g' to be the internal diagram category [G, ~]  (that is, the topos whose 
objects are discrete opfibrations over G in cat(~), cf. [6], 2.14). Then the canonical 
geometric morphism p :g - -+ :~ is an opfibration satisfying (PCC) ([10], 7.6) and 
exponentiable in Top/~,  so we have a partial product functor ~. (p , - ) .  Moreover, p- 
morphisms are geometric morphisms of the form [C, ~z] ~ ~/ where C is an internal 
category in ,~/; the class of such morphisms is closed under composition ([6], Exercise 
2.7) and contains identity morphisms, and p is by definition a universal p-morphism 
(though only in the one-dimensional sense!), so it carries a bagdomain structure. We 
may describe it explicitly as in 3.1: the unit e : 5 ~ -~* ~ classifies the terminal category 
1. ~ . (p ,  ~)  classifies the theory whose models consist of a small category C and 
a functor C -~ Cat, or equivalently of a split opfibration (equipped with a specified 
splitting) F -* C; and the multiplication m : ~ . (p ,  ~)  --+ ~ sends (~- ---+ C) to F. 
However, this example does not yield a KZ-monad: although e is still right adjoint 
to ~ -~ r# (and hence .~.(p, e) is right adjoint to 2~), the adjunctions (~. (p ,  e) -t m) 
and (m -t q.~) of 2.5 both break down. The reason is that a morphism ([cl --+ C1) 
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([J-2 ~ (]]2 
square 
1 
C1 
) of models of the theory classified by ,~.(p, ,°A) is not simply a commutative 
'~2 
1 
,C2 
as it is in the case of objects (viewed as discrete categories): the top arrow is required 
to commute in the obvious sense with the given splittings of the vertical arrows. 
Thus it is not clear, as it was in the case of the lower bagdomain, what sort of 
structure on a topos ,~' (or on the category of models of the theory which it classifies) 
corresponds to an algebra structure for the categorical bagdomain monad. Of course, 
since we may regard the object classifier B0 as a subtopos of the category classifier ~N 
(corresponding to the theory of discrete internal categories), and since this inclusion 
induces a pullback square 
where the left vertical arrow is the opfibration generating the bagdomain data of 3.1 
(and the inclusion commutes in an obvious sense with e and m), we see for any ,~' that 
~. (P0 ,~)  occurs as a subtopos of ,~.(p, ~/), and an algebra structure for ,~.(p, ) 
automatically restricts to one for .~.(P0, ); so a topos which supports uch a structure 
must in particular be hyperlocal, as defined in [9]. 
Example 3.3. Extending the remarks at the end of Example 3.2, let © be any quotient 
of the (geometric) theory of internal categories uch that the terminal category 1 is 
a Q-model and the full subcategory of Q-models is closed under the Grothendieck 
construction (in the sense that if C is a Q-model in a topos ,~ and if F is a Q-model 
in [C, ~/] then the total category F of the corresponding split opfibration over C is a 
Q-model in ~¢). Then the bagdomain data defined above on p:E---+ N' restricts to 
bagdomain data on p~ : d°~ --~ ~,  where N~ is the classifying topos for Q and p~ is the 
pullback of p along the inclusion ~/~ ~ (equivalently, g '  is the category of internal 
diagrams on the generic Q-model in .~. There are many examples of such theories: 
posers, fltered categories, connected categories, groupoids, monoids, groups,...; in each 
case we obtain a bagdomain functor where the phrase "bag of T-models" means a 
diagram in the category of ~--models indexed by a small category of the appropriate 
type. (The scone construction, considered in [9, Section 6] also fits under this head; it 
corresponds to the theory of discrete categories having at most one object.) However, 
we cannot expect any of these examples to yield a 2-bagdomain unless the theory Q 
is a quotient of the theory of discrete categories. 
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Example 3.4. Another instructive variant of 3,1 is to take :JA to be the classifying 
topos for decidable objects (cf. [13, 4.12]), i.e. for objects equipped with a binary 
relation # satisfying the geometric sequents 
and 
(x#x)  ~- ± 
T ~ (x = y)  V (x#y) ,  
and let 8 be :~/G where G is the generic decidable object (equivalently, 4° is the 
classifying topos for pointed decidable objects). Then we obtain a bagdomain monad 
where "bag of T-models" means a decidably indexed family of models. What are the 
algebras for this monad? In [9], we saw that a topos is hyperlocal iff its categories 
of (~-valued) points have finite coproducts which are stable under inverse image 
functors; and since finite sets are decidable, we might at first sight expect every algebra 
for the decidable bagdomain monad to have this structure. However, once again we 
are dealing with a non-KZ monad: the point is that the theory of decidable objects 
is not a quotient of the theory of objects (because it is necessary to introduce the 
extra predicate #), and so its category of models in a topos is not a full subcategory 
of the original topos (in fact, as observed in [13], it is the category of decidable 
objects and monomorphisms between them). Thus, as in 3.2, the "expected" adjunctions 
(~. (p ,  e) -~ m) and (m -~ i1~ ) both fail to work. In fact, in this case even the adjunction 
( (~ ~ 5 P) q e) fails to work, since the singleton is not a terminal object in the category 
of decidable objects and monomorphisms. 
Example 3.5. The theory of totally ordered objects (i.e. posets satisfying the geometric 
sequent 
7- ~- (x ~< y) v (y ~< x)) 
does not fit into the context of 3.3, since the class of totally ordered objects is not 
closed under the Grothendieck construction. However, there is another well-known way 
of combining a totally ordered family of totally ordered sets into a totally ordered set, 
namely the ordinal sum; and one might well hope to be able to set up a bagdomain 
monad whose multiplication is induced by this construction. In fact, the constructive 
proof that the ordinal sum of a family (Aili E l) of totally ordered sets is totally 
ordered requires the decidability of the index set I; so we can only make this work 
in the narrower context of strictly totally ordered objects, i.e. objects equipped with a 
strict order relation < satisfying the trichotomy law 
T k (x < y) V (x=y)V(y  < x)J 
As in Example 3.4 above, this has the effect that the morphisms we consider between 
strictly totally ordered sets are strictly order-preserving ones (in particular, they are 
injective); in fact, this is also necessary to make the ordinal sum construction functorial. 
It turns out that, if we take J2 to be the classifying topos for strictly totally ordered 
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objects, and g to be the slice category ~/G where G is (the underlying object of) 
the generic such poset, then the operation of ordinal sum does define a geometric 
morphism m : ~ . (p ,  :JA) --+ ~, and the pullback of p along m is indeed the composite 
opfibration corresponding to ~. (p ,  ~ . (p ,  - ) )  as in 1.1. Note that in this case p is not 
a universal p-morphism even in the one-dimensional sense: a p-morphism is a local 
homeomorphism s~'/X ~ ,~' for which X can be given a (trichotomous) total ordering 
in .~, and in order to express it as a pullback of p we have to choose a particular such 
ordering of X. However, if we take e to be the geometric morphism corresponding to 
the singleton totally ordered set in Y, then e and m satisfy the commutative diagrams 
(3) and (4), as can be seen by considering the operations induced on totally ordered 
sets. Thus we have a bagdomain (p, e, m); but, once again, none of the adjunctions 
of 2.5 are valid in this case. 
4. Contravariant bagdomains 
The principal example of a contravariant bagdomain functor which will concern us 
is the upper bagdomain ~u', whose definition was already given in [9]. We recall it 
here: 
Example 4.1. Let ~ be the classifying topos for the theory of Boolean algebras, and 
let p : g -+ ~ be the ~-topos of sheaves on the "Stone space" of the generic Boolean 
algebra G (that is, the locale of ideals of G; equivalently, ¢g is the topos of sheaves 
for the finite-cover topology on the poset G itself). By [10, 7.8], p is a fibration 
satisfying (PCC), and by the main result of [11] it is exponentiable in Top/,~; so we 
have a contravariant partial product functor ~(p ,  -). Moreover, since coherent toposes 
are stable under pullback (cf. [7, 4.8]), we know that for any internal Boolean algebra 
B in a topos °~ the pullback of p along the classifying morphism of B yields the 
~-topos of sheaves on the "Stone space" of B. Now Stone duality (in its constructive 
form) yields a dual equivalence between the category of Boolean algebras in a topos 
,~ and the full subcategory of internal ocales in ~ whose objects are Stone locales; 
the latter embeds fully in Top/d ,  and so we deduce that p is a universal p-morphism 
in the 2-categorical sense. 
It is slightly less easy to see that a composite of p-morphisms is a p-morphism. 
However, one may easily verify that if a topos .~/ classifies a geometric theory ~-, 
then Y (p ,  ~)  classifies the theory qY-BooShv whose models are sheaves of ~- 
models on Stone spaces. In particular, Y (p ,  :~) classifies the theory of sheaves of 
Boolean algebras on Stone spaces; and the operation of taking the algebras of global 
sections of such sheaves yields a geometric morphism m : ~" (p, .~) --~ ~, which cor- 
responds to the operation of composing p-morphisms. Since identity morphisms are 
also p-morphisms (because the terminal ocale is the Stone space of the initial Boolean 
algebra), we therefore have an instance of contravariant 2-bagdomain data, and hence 
a co-KZ monad on TopL~. 
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Thus we may immediately characterize (the geometric theories corresponding to) 
the toposes which admit algebra structures for the upper bagdomain monad: they are 
those theories g for which the canonical functor T(.~/) ---+ T -BooShv(~' ) ,  sending a 
T-model in ,~/to itself considered as a sheaf on the one-point locale in ~¢, has a right 
adjoint "naturally in .~/" (cf. [9, 5.1]). Equivalently, they are those theories whose 
models are "stable under global sections over Stone spaces", i.e. such that if F is a 
sheaf of T-models on a Stone space X, then the structure F(X) obtained by taking the 
global sections of F also satisfies the axioms of T. In particular, such theories include 
all regular theories as defined in [8, V 1.13]. 
When does a spatial topos Sh(X) admit a °Mc,-algebra structure? We can think 
of Sh(X) as classifying the theory of continuous X-valued functions; so ~Mc,(Sh(X)) 
classifies the theory whose models are continuous maps from arbitrary Stone spaces 
to X. If the canonical morphism Sh(X) --+ :~u(Sh(X)) has a right adjoint, it will in 
particular assign to each such continuous map f : Y --+ X a point of X, which is a 
greatest lower bound, in the specialization ordering on X, for the compact subset of 
X which is the image of f .  So a necessary condition for Sh(X) to admit such an 
algebra structure is that each compact subset of X (in particular, each finite subset of 
X), should have a greatest lower bound in the specialization ordering. (This condition 
alone is not sufficient; one also requires that the greatest lower bounds should be 
"continuous in f " ,  in a suitable sense.) It seems likely that the spaces which admit 
this structure are exactly the algebras for the Smyth powerdomain construction, which 
have been studied by Schalk [18]. Whether it is true, as it is for the lower bagdomain 
[9, 7.1], that the localic reflection of the upper bagdomain .~u(Sh(X)) is exactly the 
Smyth powerdomain of X is still unknown. 
There are a number of theories which admit a "Boolean representation theorem" 
saying that their category of models is equivalent to the category of sheaves of "simple" 
models over arbitrary Stone spaces. For a detailed study of these (albeit not in model- 
theoretic terms), see the book by Diers [2]. The best known example is the theory of 
commutative rings: the Pierce representation theorem [8, V 2.5] asserts that the category 
of commutative rings is equivalent o a full subcategory of the category of spaces 
equipped with sheaves of indecomposable rings, and in fact the subcategory consists 
precisely of those sheaves whose underlying spaces are Stone spaces. (Note that a sheaf 
of indecomposable rings on a Stone space is determined up to isomorphism by its ring 
of global sections.) Similarly, we have an equivalence between (von Neumann) regular 
commutative rings and sheaves of fields over Stone spaces. We may now interpret these 
representation theorems as saying that the classifying topos of the relevant heory is 
(equivalent to) an upper bagdomain. 
Example 4.2. As an obvious generalization of 4.1, we may replace Boolean algebras 
by distributive lattices - equivalently, we may replace Stone spaces by coherent spaces. 
That is, we may take ,~ to be the classifying topos for distributive lattices, and g' to be 
the ~-topos of sheaves on the spectrum of the generic distributive lattice. As before, e 
is induced by the initial distributive lattice in ~9 ~. However, although Y (p, .N) classifies 
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the theory of sheaves of distributive lattices over coherent spaces, the multiplication of 
the bagdomain data is not the morphism corresponding to the lattice of global sections 
of the generic model of this theory (even though this morphism does yield a right 
adjoint for q,~). Instead, if we are given a distributive lattice L and a sheaf F of 
distributive lattices over spec L, the distributive lattice corresponding to the "global 
spectrum" of F (that is, the coherent space in ,9 ° corresponding to the composite 
ShSh(spec L)(spec F)  ~ Sh(spec L) --~ 5,0) is obtained by applying a "generalized Artin 
glueing construction" (cf. [22]) to the lattices of sections of F over all the elements 
of L, and we must apply this construction to the generic model of the theory classified 
by ~" (p, ~)  in order to obtain the multiplication m. It may be verified that we do 
obtain a bagdomain (p, e, m) in this way, and hence a monad on Top/5 P. But since 
m is not right adjoint to r/.~, we do not have an easy description of the toposes which 
admit algebra structures for this monad although, since we may obtain the monad of 
4.1 by pullback from this one in the same way that we obtained the "discrete" lower 
bagdomain from the categorical bagdomain, we know that they must in particular be 
algebras for the upper bagdomain monad as well. 
Example 4.3. We conclude with a simple example of a "mixed" bagdomain one 
that is both covariant and contravariant. Let ~ be the classifying topos for K-finite 
decidable objects (cf. [13, p. 189]), and d' the slice topos .~/G, where G is the generic 
K-finite decidable object. Since K-finite decidable objects, considered as discrete lo- 
cales, are coherent (indeed, they are exactly those Stone locales which are discrete, ef. 
[7, 5.5]), the projection p : C -~ ~ is both a fibration and an opfibration. The corre- 
sponding partial product functor sends the classifying topos of a theory Y to that which 
classifies bags of T-models indexed by finite decidable objects (it being understood that 
a "morphism of bags" involves a bijection between the indexing objects). The bagdo- 
main data on this functor is constructed in the usual way; it will be seen that it is not 
a 2-bagdomain i either the covariant or the contravariant sense (it cannot possibly be, 
since the topos ~ is grouplike in the sense of [10, 2.3]). It seems conceivable that this 
bagdomain may stand in much the same relationship to the Plotkin powerdomain as 
-~L does to the Hoare powerdomain and .~c, ~ to the Smyth powerdomain, but we have 
not been able to verify this. 
With this example we conclude our brief survey of the potentialities of the bagdomain 
construction. It should by now be evident that we have done little more than scratch 
the surface of a vast subject: there are many more possibilities for bagdomain data 
in Top/5 ~ which will occur to anyone who takes the trouble to look for them. The 
main problem facing us, however, is not simply to catalogue them all in the manner 
of a stamp collection, but to attempt o discover some sort of order amongst hem: 
in this endeavour, it is clear that two questions which urgently present hemselves are 
how to describe the algeabras for those bagdomain monads which do not have the KZ- 
property, and to explain the signifcance (if any) for the algebras of the existence or 
nonexistence of the additional 2-cells mentioned in Remark 2.5. But it seems probable 
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that both of  these quest ions will require lengthy and difficult answers,  and this brief 
account is not the place to embark  upon them. 
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